tumbleweed-garden

...I can't concentrate.

My brain feels dead...

I haven't washed for a week. I've lost my appetite...

I can't sleep and my pulse races madly.

You're either in love or an MIT student with seven finals.

pawan sinha

eldopa

It feels good to know that the Gulf War is finally over.

But I heard today that fierce fighting has broken out again.

Experts say that the Americans are well-watched and ruthless. It's gonna be a long war.

MINE! MINE!

Exclusively
At The Coop!

100% Cotton Clean Clothes
For The Earth. For The Future.
For Concerned People Like You!

In keeping with our commitment to the environment and protecting its precious resources, The Coop is proud to be the exclusive purveyor of Clean Clothes. Our entire line of Clean Clothes, sportswear and casual wear, is made of naturally pure, naturally comfortable 100% cotton fabrics. Clean Clothes come in every style, from cut shapes for women and men. The packaging and hangtags are made of recyclable paper and even the buttons are wooden to make Clean Clothes environmentally safe. Shown, just a few Spring into Summer styles in colorful stripes and solids.

Clean Clothes come in easy-going, full cut shapes for women and men.

COOP AT KENDALL
3 CAMBRIDGE CENTER
MIT COOP AT KENDALL
M-Th 9:30 AM-7 PM
F & SA 9:30 AM-9 PM
SU 12:30 PM-6 PM

CLEAN CLOTHES

COOP CHARGES, MASTERCARD, VISA AND AMERICAN EXPRESS ARE VISTIABLE. FREE PARKING AT KENDALL.

Ole!'s

The Coop at Kendall

FRI, 4:30 PM

The Courtyard of The MIT Coop at Kendall

Davies Newsletters in Cambridge

The Pinnacle, a showcase view of the Charles River and the Kendall skyline. The Coop at Kendall on Massachusetts Street in Brookline Village.

FOR CONCERNED PEOPLE LIKE YOU!